THE RETREAT OF BRITAIN
repeatedly pointed out after our entrance into the
War, to resist domination of Europe by a single power
had been our declared policy for two centuries. We,
like other free peoples, had stood by it in the Napo-
leonic era, and it had gained in force since national
had replaced dynastic considerations. Indeed, it is
clear that if defence means the defence of political
independence and sovereignty, so that no external
body can exercise its will upon us, then that body must
not be stronger than we are since then we would not
be independent. We would be subject to the dicta-
tion of others, with no means of effectively resisting
that dictation. And during the War it would have
been, in the prevailing view, a treasonable surrender
of national and imperial security to allow the creation
abroad of a power, or a combination of powers, so
great as to make resistance to it impracticable.
shall we be ready, with the same unanimity and the same stubborn
tenacity of purpose, to fight any other nation which shows by her
acts that she is advancing a like claim and confronting us with a
like threat/
Again on March 8, 1915:
'Our honour and interest must have compelled us to join France
and Russia even if Germany had scrupulously respected the rights
of her small neighbours and had sought to hack her way through
the Eastern fortresses. The German Chancellor has insisted more
than once upon this truth. He has fancied apparently that he was
making an argumentative point against us by establishing it. That,
like so much more, only shows his complete misunderstanding of
our attitude and our character. . . , We reverted to our historical
policy of the Balance of Power.
The Times maintains die same position five years later (July 31, 1920):
*It needed more than two years of actual warfare to render the
British people wholly conscious that they were fighting not a
quixotic fight for Belgium and France but a desperate batde for
taeir own existence.'
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